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A -Report Exec To Discuss City Asked
Surprises Space Travel To Close
President
Reports that SJS’s hid for a
nuclear reactor is getting R COW
welcome by State finance officials
In Sacramento came as a surprise
to the college administration today.
Pres. John T. Wahlquist said
that he knew nothing about anonymous reports made in a local
newspaper over the weekend that
the State Department of Finance
had failed to take anydefinite action on requests (or nuclear reactors for both San Jose State and
San Diego State.
Presenting his appeal for an atomic power reactor to a State
Board .of Education meeting in
San Diego several weeks ago,
Pres. Wahlquist said, "At that
time I had high hopes that there quest would be granted. I have
heard nothing about the matter
since that has changed my opinion."
He said as far as he knew, hopes
of getting the reactor for the SJS
Engineering Department are as
good as ever.
The reactor, if approved, would
costthe state $300.000. Pres. Wafilquist said that he had been reliably informed at the San Diego
meeting that San Diego State’s
request for a reactor would be
turned down due to the fact that
they do not have ECPD (Engineering Council on Professional Development) accreditation.
.. Salt sltled Saate-hisa.beees working to break a 1953 pact between
the Board of Regents of the University of California and the State
Board of Education that restricts
state colleges from engaging in
graduate engineering studies and
Pres.
research.
According
to
Wahlquist, this is the reason that
ECPD accreditation can not be
sought.
The pact came under the heavy
fire recently from Assemblyman
Bruce Allen (R -Los Gatos), when
he charged before the San Jose
Chamber of Commerce that the
agreement to restrict engineering studies in the state colleges
was making a "second class institution" of San Jose State’s Engineering Department.
A hearing was held on the matter at SJS last month between
slate officials, the college administration and other interested parties.
Local industry has also blasted
the engineering agreement as unrealistic and a "thorn" in the side
of the college’s engineering program.

Streets

Rockets, Missiles and Satellites,
and their importance in space
travel, will receive a thorough
Pres. John T 1Vth1quist, in a
layman’s explanation tomorrow in
recent letter to the San Jose City
Morris Dailey Auditorium by a Council, said that the state of
rocketry expert.
California wants written commitments from the city of San Jose
Dr. W. C. Griffith, manager
permitting the closing of certain
of the flight sciences division of streets near SJS campus.
Lockheed Aircraft Corp., will adIf the council allows, Fifth, Sixth
dress an audience at 10:30 a.m. on and Eighth streets will be closed
the most talked about topic of the between San cellos and San Salvador streets.; completing the prodayrockets and satellites.
posed campus pension.
Dr. Griffith is a former profesCalifornia State Legislature has
sor of physics at Princeton Uni- appropriated $2.500,000 for purchversity. While there, he conducted asing six and a half additional
extensive research in fluid mech- blocks, Pres. Wehlquist stated.
anics, using shock tubes in studies
Some opposition from San Jose
of airfoil and structural problems. merchants arose when the college
Lockheed’s space expert was ed- planned to acquire a half block
DR. W. C. GRIFFITH
ucated at Harvard University, re- area on the west side of Fourth
. . . rocketry expert
ceiving his B.S. degree in 1945, his street, the president continued.
Now, the state may purchase
M.S. in mechanical engineering in
1946, and his Ph.D. in engineering the eastern portion of a block between Fourth and Fifth streets
sciences in 1949.
and between San Salvador and
Speaking under the sponsorship San Carlos streets, he added.
of the College Lecture Commit"City planning is much in favor
tee, Dr. Griffith will be introduced of this present intention, since
by Dr. C. Richard Purdy, dean of there would be no impeding of
the division of sciences and occu- Fourth street traffic . . .," the letDonations to the Campus Chest
pations at SJS.
ter concluded.
Drive now total $686.53, according
to a report issued by the Student
Affairs Business Office.
The drive was scheduled to end
Nov. 27 but has been extended in
order to receive personal donations, which are being taken at
the business office, Room 16.
"Lack of information has led to
confusion for students in turning
in their collections," Robert Baron,
’801M1e tieVigtte, Said today.
Generals, captains and privates
working on personal solicitation
were not told to turn in their money to the business office and
have been depositing their collections at various places on campus,
including the Student Union and
Student Activities Office, Baron
said.
Goal for this year’s drive is
$2500. Proceeds will go to Community Chest, World University
Service, Hungarian Relief, Cancer
Assn., Heart Assn., and Muscular
Dystrophy Assn.

Chest Goal
Continues

WINNER TAKES ALL

Expensive Ducks
SAN MATEO (UP) Mr. and
Mrs. T. I. Moseley of Atherton
bagged 18 ducks while hunting
recently, hut the cost per duck
ran more than $444.
When the couple returned from
the shooting on the bay they discovered that a burglar had broken into their hunting lodge near
Dumbarton Bridge and stolen a
$7500 ring and $75 in cash.

DATEBOOK
MONDAY’, DEC. 9 initiainm, 7 to 9 p.m., College Chanel.
Phi Alpha
speech and Drama, movie, evening, College Theatre.
ii I i-1)11/. DEC. 10
i hristian Seirnee Organization, lecture.
P.m.. College Chapel.
industrial Relet ions Club, meeting, 7:30 p.m.. CB164.
Lambda Chi Alpha, Christmas tree party, until 8 p.m., 69 S.
10th St.
Music Dept., student recital, 8:15 p.m., Concert Hall.
Theta Xi. dessert for Cinderella contestants, 7 to 8 p.m., Theta
Xi house.
ti I DNESDAY, DEC. II
Alpha Tau Omega, Kappa Kappa Gamma, exchange, 5 to 8 p.m.,
Kappa Kappa GAMMA house, 148 S. llth St.
JAM, Alph Eta Rho. Aero Dept., guest lecturer, 7:15 to 10 p.m.,
Music Concert Hall.
Junior Class, cake sale, 9:30 a.m. to 1:30 pm., Outer Quad.
Occupational Therapy Club, business meeting, 7:30 to 10 p.m.,
Student [’ohm.
Phi Sigma Kappa, Moonlight Girl function, 7 to 9 p.m., San Jose
Woman’s Club.
THURSDAY, nr,c.
Sigma PI, Delta Zeta. Christmas party, exchange, Delta Zeta
house, 61 S. lOth St.
Speech and Drama, play, evening, College Theatre.
FRIDAY, DM’. 13
Chi PI Sigma, pledge dinner and dance, II p.m. to midnight, Lou’s
Village, West San Carlos street.
’
Delta Sigma Phi, Phi Mu, exchange, 2:30 to 5 p.m.. Phi Mu house.
Delta Upsilon, Christmas dance. 10 p.m. to 1 a.m.. Havenly Foods.
Gamma Phi Beta, Christmas dance, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m., 189 S. 11th St.
Kappa l’hi, Christmas party, 4 to 5 p.m.; dance, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Both in Student Union.
184 Chili. Kappa Alpha Theta, Christmas party, 2 to 5 p.m., 171
S. 11th St.
led Sigma Kappa, Christmas party, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.. Hotel sic.
Claire.
Pi Kappa Alpha, Alpha Phi, exchange, 5 to 8 p.m., Alpha Phi house.
Sigma Chi. Christmas dance, 9 p.m. to 1 it3Te.
Snartan Oriiieri, fun night, 8 p.m. to midnight, Women’s Gym.
Speech end Drama, play, evening. College Theatre.
Theta Chi, dinner-dance 8 p.m. to 1 a.m., Brookdale Lodge,

Gene Tyler shows the picture vkith which he uon a first prix e of
fl 5 in the photography exhibit and contest sponsored by Kappa
Alpha Mu and the Spartan Shop. Tyler also won second and third
places in the contest. The exhibit will he on display in the Spartan
Shop until Dec. 20.photo by Jim Baldwin.

S. J. Mayor Sees Dangers
In Present-Day Germans
Willingness of its people to ac -1
cent strong leadership and then ignore politics presents danger of
pre-World War II conditions returning to Germany, in the opinion of San Jose Mayor Robert
Doerr.
The mayor expressed this view
while answering questions from
the floor following his report on
Germany delivered in Morris Dailey Auditorium Friday.
MAYOR TOURS GERMANY
Mayor Doerr recently was one
of six American representatives to
the German Council of Mayors and
toured 13 cities, studying everything from sewers to operas.
Besides the lack of interest in
politic, Mayor Doerr was can corned with the education nenteen. FAcept in illP city-states of
Bremen. Hamburg and Berlin.
he %aid. Germany hat returned
to the "old" system. Under this
system is student must (+mule
his life’s work by the time he
has reached the fifth grade. superior students get a superior
education 1111(
hulk end their
schooling at le the mayor said.
"Followship" instead of leadership is emphasized In the schools.
The mayor stated that the students jump to attention when the
teacher enters the room.
EAST BERLIN

The inayor spoke at length on
East Berlin. The first time he attempted to cross the frontier, she
word "mayor" on his passport was
questioned. "Mayor" in German
means major, and since His Honor was wearing street clothes, the
guard immediately pegged him a
SPY.
Mayor Doerr replained that
he was"burgermetater" (no
relation to the c vvvvvvvvvvvvvvv product. according to the mayor)
and was allowed to crass.
After that incident, the mayor
took the subway or elevated into
East Germany. These are Red cvernment-owned, heexplained,
pass freely kick and forth.
mENsrs 11.1 RENT
Mayor Doerr sensed unrei I
East Germany and said West lie,
liners hope to unify their piiintry
with the aid of confine/el United
States pressure.
Emphasizing that lila slew%
were personal observations not
coinciding with "necessarilyes
pert" opinion, the mayor spoke
first of his reaction to Hitler in
11134. "Herr waft a mad man who
was going V, wreck the world."
His Honor was very "close" to
the Fuhrer, living two blocks down
Wilhelmstrasse from the Nazi leader.

I

Enrollment Statistics
Form Basis of Estimate

Ey RAY BARCH
They’ll be jamming the campus at San Jose State to the tune of
14 500 students by 1962, if predictions by college officials are accurate.
That’s the yord from Dr. Ralph R. Cummings, assistant to the
college president.
The predictions are based on enrollment trends since 1951-52.
Since then, the number of students has increased steadily from an
*11.500 total 1;i4ht non some 13,200 students 9700 full time and
3500 part-time- are pressing a
growing SJS to the bursting point.
The expected flood of new students in the next five years is
laid by Dr. Cummings to World
DR. RALPH R. CUMMINGS
War II babies.
. room for all"
NEW STATE COLLEGE
The prospect of a state college
in nearby Alameda county and a
branch of the University of Cali"God or the devil, there is no fornia in the south Bay Area won’t
absorb the flow of new students,
other choice."
So proclaims Savanarolai re- he said.
"There’ll he plenty of youngliglous mystic and central character of Armand Salacrou’s "The items for all."
The deluge of new students
World is Round" at the play’s climax and in a sentence expresses means more and more demand for
faculty, administration and buildSJS Young Republicans organ- it’s theme, the conflict of people
ized and elected temporary offic- who cannot choose a middle ground ings.
No definite projection of teachers last week at their first meet- of morality, avoiding both excesers needed for SJS has been made
sive immorality and piety.
ing of the semester.
Friday was the opening night for by the college, but if the current
Officers are Hick Buxton, presiratio of 17 students for each teachdent; Dale Scott, vice president; "The World is Round," the third
er continues, State’s faculty will
Sherill Bradley, secretary, and Co-play of the season for the Speech
e
tte
l-and Drama Department, and the rise to approximately MO by 1962.
Koby, treasurer.
Constitution,
The campus currently employes
American premiere of Salacrou’s
membership, publicity and enter579 instructors, Dr. Cummings
tainment committees were formed provacw;Ave drama.
Dr. James Clancy, who trans- said. a 200 per cent increase over
at the meeting.
heed as well as direeted -The the 288 of 1951-52.
Plans are being made by the %%rid is Round," has taken a
Rl’ILDING PROGRAM
group to bring prominent politics’ complicated play and produced a
But the most apparent day-tofigures to speak at SJS, aceordiag technically skillful! and In adday nnishisx)ming of San Jose
to Buxton. The Republicans plan dition, a meaningful drama.
State is reflected in the wideto invite San Francisco Mayor
Dysigner J. Wendell Johnson has spread building program.
George Christopher. Congressman -1-Lated ingenious sets solving the
In recent years millions have
Charles Gubser and Congressman Problem of simultaneous action on
been laid out for nevi buiiiiinge
John Baldwin, plus other outstand- stage. Miss Berneice Prisk’s cosmen’s gymnasium addition. lIing figures. Buxton, said.
tumes, as always, added to the au- brary addition. Centennial, new
thenticity of the play, and Ken administration, musk. and earDorst’s lighting heightened the terns.
dramatic effect immensity.
The State Legislature has apIvan Paulsen as Savanarola propriated funds for an industrial
gives w4 ,b
La Ise staDadthe iwitsearnginewring. art, student acmost powerful performance of the tivities, health and office buildings.
season. The three monologues he
Add to this men’s and women’s
delivers call for a wide range of dormitories planned to house 600
emotions, from religious ecstasy to each at a total of more than $4.5
rage, and Paulsen squeezes the million.
last ounce of emotion from his
role without overacting.
Jay Michelis and Sally Cotton Fl
E u ge n e Tyler, president of
RAM, won first, second and third add their strong support to Paul prizes in the first annual photog- sen In the roles of lovers who find
raphy contest and exhibit spon- their destinies twisted in 15th Cen
sored by the Spartan Shop and tury Florence’s religious upheaval
The 1417.4. of the cast fines not
Kappa Alpha Mu, national honorallow for more indisidual pats,
ary photo-journalism fraternity.
His first prize picture, for which but certainly the whole east can
"No luck In the SJS Centennial
he was awarded $15, was an ac- take a big collective bow.
The rest of the players were Flag hunt," Joe H. West, Centention spot of the SJS song girls at
Masked Woman, Marlene Balogh; nial Committee chairman and dean
the Homecoming Game. Judges
Giaccomo,
Richard Johnston; Man- of education services and summer
said the photo showed "a feeling
ente,
Joseph
Markham; Mariano, session, has reported.
of unity, good composition and acDean West and Robert Martin,
John Wilson; Bartholnmeo.
tivity."
Rossomme Margherita, associate dean of counseling, are
Richard
Judges included Dr. Dwight Bentrying to recover the missing banMarcia Taylor.
te!, head of the Department of
Clarisse, Phyllis Parmenter; ner.
Journalism and Advertising; Dr.
Byron Bollinger, SJS supervisMinutello, Phillip Upton; Faustina,
John E. French, head of the Art
Shirley Ahern; Uderigo, Anthony or of construction and repair, reDepartment; and William H. RegCirone; Peasant, Charles Cook; ported that he and Jeanette Casan, part-time assistant in journalCognac, Robert McNamara; Boys, ten. secret, ’yin the Student Afism and head photographer for
Robert Taylor, Erie Faust. Jerry fairs BP nss Office, saw two
the San Jose Mercury -News.
Johnson, Stanley Cottrell; Jacob, "boys" taking the $x12 font ban ; Tyler’s shot, which was awardJames, Dunn: Butcher, Wallace nor ’own from the flagpole. He
ed second place, was a photograph
Landford; and Executioner, Carl approximated theft time as Friof a girl sitting on a stairway.
day. May 17 between 3:30 and 4
Christensen.
picture
Judges stated that this
P11.
conveyed a feeling of warmth and
"I started over to question the
silnplicity.
’boys’," he said, adding that his
Tyler’s photo of the SJS marchattention was Called to another
ing hand playing in the Mends at
matter at that moment. "Later."
Candidates for credentials w le he said. "I thought, now wouldn’t
the Homecoming Game won third
place. Judges remarked that the have not been fingerprinted may it be funny if those ’hays’ were
picture showed a sense of well- rio so tomorrow at 6:30p.m In the taking the flag for a ’lark’."
being, was well organized, and basement of the Tower Building.
Ile described the "boys" as SJS
could even be called a salon print
students. Mrs. Casten said, "One
"Survival is Not Enough!" "Re of the ’boys’ was heavy set and
Honorable mention was awarded
to Dave Yossem for his photograph WiseImmunize!" are the twin wearing an SJS jacket."
of the Lykeeble Doll with the night themes of the polio display now in
"We are not trying to punish
lights of SJS in the background. the health and hygiene wing. A anyone; we just want the flag
The judges said the beet photo- In r ge mechanical display that
--- returned." Dean West declared.
graphs in the exhibit portion of lights up and changes its message adding that it could he returned at
passers-by
tells
seconds
of
fete
basket - every
the show were a group
any administrative office or the
hall action shots, taken by Gerald that they will not be helped by Library.
, French.
others’ vaccinations.

First Run
Tells Crisis
GOP Youth Of ’God o
Elects Party
Chieftains

Tyler Takes
Top Prizes
For Photos

ag Hunt.
N Luck’
o
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Graduate Work
To Be Answered Thursday

Questions

What can the graduate student oersted In become a p
Dr. James W. Brown, head
II
expert when he goes into gradiithe graduate division. will discus.
ate work, what scholarships are
thn opportunities for graduat,
available to him and what does ark at SJS. An open forum will 1111
the future hold for him? These
the talks .when *student,
questions and ’Many more will be will have an opportunity to ask. 111
a
answered Thursday night at 7:30 question&
Those planning graduate win I.
in Room Zig of the Science Buildat SJS should have at least a "IT
ing at a senior orientation.
Jerome S. Fink, assistant to the average. The orientation is timely
dean of students, will open the or- since application for gradf-ise,
ientation with a talk on the ace- work in many schools must be
(Janie world and the requirementse made by September.

I

Yule like this!
Roos is raftercrammed with special gifts to fill the
co-eds stocking
( so+ that it needs
it). Bring your little
black book in and
we’ll do the rest.
Satisfaction
guaranteed.
No duplications!
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111
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Editorial
SAN JOSE
STATE

In The Interest of Equality

NEW YOR K (UP) - Frank Sinatra suffered a gunpowder wound
when a .3/1 blank went off ((Jo
close to the back of his neck during filming of his ABC-TV show,
"A Gun at His flack." The bandage he wears through the episode
is fur real.
NBC radio and Mr. and Mrs.
Steve Allen have just about closed
a deal for a husband and wife gab
show it’ll he beamed from the
Allen’s Park Me. apartment sometime after the turn of the year...
Teddy Rooney. six -year-old product of Mickey Rooney and Martha
Vickers. made his TV debut In
"The Galvanized Yankee." a Dec.
5 offering on CBS -TV’s Playhouse
90."
Ed Morrow and Filed Friendly
are sitting on seven hours of film
they shot of harry Truman; the
former president is turning down
II TV interview dates until a show
is hashed out of it.
,
Check-outs: Randy Merriman is
out as host of CBS -TV’s "The Big
Payoff"- Ted Steele is shaping up
as his replacement... . Del Sharbutt has pulled out of ABC-TV’s
"Do You Trust Your Wife" with
IIII Nimmo taking over.

Now that the "smoke of battle" has cleared somewhat, if may
be a good idea to discuss the various points of view concerning athletics at San Jose State.
The current trend of thinking seems to divide into two main
camps. On one side, there are those people w ho say that an institution of higher learning is there for one purpose and one purpose
alone, that of imparting academic knowledge to ifs students.
On the other side there are those who judge a college only by
its reputation for athletic prowess, no matter what the cost may be.
Winning teams are essential.
It is obvious that both of the views presented above are extreme.
reconciliation between the two seems in order.
We do not dispute the statement that the sole purpose of institutions of learning is to impart knowledge. To say that academic ,
knowledge is the only important facet, however, is erroneous. The social education that college provides is fully as important to the individual as the classroom education he receives.
To say that individuals, who think that a college is a success be.
cause its football team wins consistently, are thinking intelligently air
r
50 .8A4510EO
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is incorrect. But let us face the factsthinking intelligently or not, this
AN’
HE
SAID: BECAUSE WE DONT HAVE A FOURTH. v
is the way great numbers of our populace rate colleges.
Let us then try to put these two views together and see if we
can profit from the combination. We think we can.
We consider San Jose State a great educational institution which
will continue to improve in future years.
We consider athleticsboth from the participant and spectator
standpointan essential part of college life.
We are of the opinion that if either the educational or the recreational facilities are unbalanced, then the entire college picture is
an balanced
A major educational institution which fields teams of minor qualBy BOB CRAFT
ity is so unbalanced. This is why we have urged an improvement in our
athletic policies.
If is extremely doubtful that our educational faciilties will suffer
if our recreational facilities are brought up to their par.
A foreign student approached me recently and wanted an explaBy JOHN R. ADAMS
- nation. The explanation he wanted concerned the uncouth methods of I SJS is losing contact with the
our library.
past, except for scrapbooks.
It seems this follow couldn’t understand why the library searched
Another step away from the
tiis briefcase, looked through his books and in general, "shook him SJS of old will be taken when the
Student Union and Coop structure
This subject, as you are all aware, is quite well-worn. Last
is torn down.
College far exceeds anything that
Sad, Not Mad
year the Thrust and Parry column received numerous letters conPlans are in the making that
might be realized by a student or
Dear Thrust and Pa: IT:
will call for razing of the building
two-- or even several - who might , cerning it, and this year we have had several.
We’re not mad just sad.
and
practice,
The
truth
is.
nothing
has
been
done
to
stop
this
and construction of a new library
Our beautiful Centennial Flag have it stashed away.
probably nothing will be done in the future.
wing. Progress takes preference
Well, anyway, as we say
has been swiped.
we j
But a curious thought just occurred to me. What is the library over the past. Executive Dean C.
The gleaming 8x12 foot banner aren’t mad, just sad. We want Plc
officials really think Grant Burton said last week.
of white nylon and gold -and -blue flag hack, for the college. se-: accomplishing with this fiasco? Do the library
he would put it in his
twill that flew over the campus much. Its return would be a nice that if a person is going to confiscate a book
The former San Jose City Liother books?
during our Centennial celebration ’ gesture of appreciation to a (’en- brief case or include it with his
brary couldn’t have done a better
Here
is
a
suggestion:
If
you
really
want
to
stop
book
stealing.
was hauled down from the flagpole tennial Committee which put in
job for SJS. Housing the Student
near the end of the sear, appar- thousands of hours of work in pre- why don’t you require that students and teachers take their coats Union and Coop, the building also
off? Why not construct a special room where students would go and provides space for the ASB ofently by a couple of students. and paration for the Centennial
completely disrobe and be inspected to make sure they are not con- fice. student councrl meetings and
bration.
spirited away.
cealing any books?
Alpha Phi Omega. national honorWe loed that flag. It cost $150. , We understand the spirit which
In fact: The library is not stopping the flow of "free books"
ary. service fraternity.
It was intended to be a permanent prompts college undergraduates to
from
the
library.
Just
making
it
harder
for
the
few
irresponsible
College memento of a proud time latch onto souvenirs. We were all
What the building has lacked in
them
out.
smuggle
collegians
to
. . the symbol of a great achieve_ undererads once ourselves. But we
going to do something, do it thoroughly. modern appearance, it made up for
Wake up. library. 11
would
admire
no
end
the
spirit
in its length of service A needed
ment. Its sentimental value to the
which would result in return of
cover the
last week library addition will
newscaster,
SIDELIGHTSEdward
P.
Morgan,
the
the flag.
ground area of the Student UnStevenson
was
man
he
would
bet
that
Adlai
E.
betting
said
that
if
he
a
It could he dropped off at any
month. About 10 ion. The addition will soar six
administrative office, or at the l i- would attend the NATO conference in Paris this
stories and provide enough area
Stevenson
statement.
announced
he
made
the
:hours
after
in Washing brary. or almost any place on
new volumes. Also.
next broadcast Mor- for 100.000
would
not
go
to
the
meeting.
On
his
on
that
he
campus, in fact . No questions askmore readman." there will be included
know
why
I
am
not
a
betting
apologetically
said:
"Now
you
gan
ed just thanks for the courtesy
ing rooms.
Or. if you’d rather, pie and coffee
9fh & SAN ANTONIO
With the removal of the Coop
Have you caught that new star, Nigel Proodlis-k and his brother
it the Coop, compliments of . .
71 11:15 p.m. movies? Nigel is part of the building, the end is in
(Channel
in
the
KGO-TV
Heathcliff
Dean J
W
Ch
sight for the coffee and discussion
on his way to becoming a top star in his own inimitable way.
HI -WAY MOTEL
Centennial Committee.
ignatherings in front of the library.
60 Units end Apartments
Razing of the Student Union
Coffer! Shop Rsturnt
Campus Canvass
te different point
Hatd Swimming Pool
brings a complely
i Cooperation Pledged
Free TV and Room Phones
to mind. Are the other links to
Dear Thrust and Parry:
2112 S. FIRST STREET
the past going to become pictures
I would like to take this opporserapbooks7 Going even furtunity to thank The Spartan Daily
staff for their assistance in bring- C
thee what will happen to SJS’
oII
Coffee Date?
ing about the student poll. Results
well known tower? It has been
By CHARLENE SHATTUCK
of the poll were far better than
stated that the main building will
DIERKS DONUTS
Glancing through a recent issue )ew., had this cheerful bit of news not be torn down.
any the Citizens Committee had
of COP’s Pacific Weekly, I we; for some of its seniors: "January
hoped for.
SJS, with the loss of older build6 A.M. to 11 P.M.
The date for the meeting with surprised and pleased to come graduates! Good news! Only 7,516,- ings. will eventually he a new mo370 AUZERAIS STREET
paragraph:
800
following
More seconds to go!"
I e’ Roy Simpson has nit yet been across the
dern model college What happens
Class attendance at College of to the signs that say "San Jose
determined; but when it is, the "If any of you witnessed the San
results of the poll undoubtedly will Jose State homecoming parade, the Sequoias must be as regular State College. erected in 18577"
you must have been impressed. as attendance at San Jose State. But that’s progress.
influence his decision.
CAR WASH
Thanks once again. If. in the fu- You couldn’t help but he other- According to the Campus, "The
51.00 WITH COUPON
ture. this committee can be of ser- wise. The floats were overwhelm- other day out on the lawn a cute
$’ 75
Rnqve P.
vice to the students, our cooper- ing. -some of them even approach- freshman co-ed said rather loudly.
2 MINUTE CAR WASH
ing the quality of Tournament of ’I didn’t see you In class today!’
ation is hereby pledged.
225 N. MARKET ST.
Roses competition. In fact, our About 10 students looked in her
E. M. "Doc" Arendt
Enterd as scond class matter April
homecoming parades never have direction."
24, 1934, at San Jose, Calf., under the
iitite measured up to the larger
act of March 3, 1879. Mmber Califorhibition put on by State."
’Playgirl’ Restrained nia Newspaper Publishers’ Association.
H AVE YOU TP. 1 ED TH ELO VRE
The Wildcat, Chico State ColSAN FRANCISCO (UP)--Fed- Published dily by Ilse Associated StuJos* Stet. Collage, except
MISS JONES ?
-1;11 District Judge George B. Har- dents of San
Saturday and Sunday, during the cong
yesterday
issued
an
injunction
with
on
issue during ach final
year
, MUSIC N1TELY
-.training a magazine from forth - Onrnift6 ion period.
FOOD
11-1VENLY
Prins of its. Glob Printing Co.
EXCEPT MONDAY
use of the title "Playgirl."
1445 South First St.. Sis Jos, Calif.
The injunction was sought by
FOR PARTIF.:
aessommisisiuimminswial
Subscriptions accepted only on
Playboy" magazine, a nationally minder-of-school year basis. In fall reso.
PIIONE.CY 3-1682
554. W. SANTA CLARA
,tributed men’s periodical, which maittr, $4; in up’ mg sernsstr, $2.
Editor ***
LEIGH WEIMERS
limed that use of the title "playIv AT THE UNDERPASS
Business Mgr. LARRY KAUFMAN
I" was an attempt to take an
DINNERS a la carte
I
BESIDE THE MERNAID
Day Editor, this issue
ESTELLA COX
lair adeantat,:e of goodwill built NYrs Editor
p
JIM DRENNAN
from S1 30
ADVERTISING
VERTISING STAFF
;. by "Playboy" since its founding
Bayshore at Julian
Office Manager
Jnic Poindexter
1953.
Circulation Mgr.
Don Bowcutt
G. Allen Carrico
Distribution Mgr,
Dean Armstrong, Jack Brotherton, Ern.
ily Dennis, Kertreth L. Dixon, Robert
Eike% Vince Figlionsilni, Jerry Gibbons,
William J. Guimont, Joanna Hilby, Elmsnor Knudtsitn, Ken Lichtenstein, William
tot, Martin Jr., km* Sprague, Gerald
Diana Wikeff.
STUDIO
SPARTAN
"PAL JOEY"Operation Madball"
CLJS
Jack Lmmon
Kathryn Grant
"TORERO"
"Restless Breed"
Award winner of % in ii’,’
Whatever
Scott 8.d5
Anna Bancroft
i’vcr 1.90
Film Festival. %kr, bullfighting
the
..111/11,111f
"VERA CRUZ"
Tape Recorder
occasion
Gary Cooper
Burt Lancaster
RENTALS
Sy if
with
SALES & REPAIRS
EL RANCHO
MAYFAIR
Flowers
SALES RENTALS
2 BIG ONES’
CALIFORNIA
SAN FRANCISCO
ConKlANO
OMAR KHAYYAM"
TAPE RECORDERS
"Joker Is Wild"
BERKELEY
SAN JOSE
Corn*, Wilde
Debr P91
FLOWER
Star, ng Fani S nn.it
"3 FACES OF EVE
464 S. 2nd CY 7-7700
75 SOUTH 2nd
SHOP
plus Jowl,. Woodward
Dvid Wrt
and
11.0*Pert W.IiiTS
Pf,- r (pr.. 1-2322
CY 2 -0462 -10th 11, Sem. clefs
-JAMES DEAN STORY"
"Operation Madball"
San Salvador.

&le-dolt-6

Plans Call For
SJS ’Break’ With
Glorious Past

Thrust and Parry

PIG

,

SJS Homecoming
_ Parade Impresses
ege of Pacific Newspaperman

Time Rockets On
As Moon Waits

country, iautncis still plant and
harvest their crops according to
the moon’s phases. For nearly 2000
years our months have been mark ed by the moon’s solution around
the earth every 28 days.
The romance of the moon is
now rapidly fading, being replaced by a cold, calculating scientihow
fic attack designed to s
Kell up there and strip the old
girl of her secrets until she Ism
mothing lett suit Is us huh to fascinate matt.
Man, in his customary fashion,
is reaching out to reduce the tin known to the known; to find the
mysterious X that may someday
clutter the face of the moon with
!real estate offices and housing He.
velopments.
Time rockets on.

I
By BILL GODFREY
Mixed emotions have greeted
ow world-shaking eents of the ,
past few weeks concerning the!
moon’s no loneer inaccessibility
I
by man.
Two elderly ladies, obvioUsly I
neighbors. were enjoying a bit
of early evening gossip as the
moon, dressed in full, formai attire, made her grand appearance
over the eastern hills They were
ind one
looking at the
of the ladies’ closing remarks
drifted itti emaht f
by.

. and to think that they
".
want to hit that moon," she said.
. en s move too sass sor some
people. They barely have time to
become adjusted to one technological and scientific advancement until there is another bigger and Pr
more impossible than the last
SAHARA
forced upon them.
OIL CO.
Heretofore, the shiny plamr1
Regular 30.9
has for centuries been the conEthel 33.9
fident of loverv, the companion
SECOND & WILLIAMS
of wanderera, the subject of poetry and song, and the protagenist of mythology. Every kid
THIS COUPON GOOD FOR
knows that there is a Man in
$1.00
the Moon, anti t hat it is Kid.
ON ANY PURCHASE
ably made of green eheer.e.
OF $3.15 OR MORE
Every fisherman knows that
Ed Eby, Florist
chances for a good catch are I’
525 E. Santa Clara
ter during certain lunar pee.,,’
which affect the tides. A naviga!,
is never lost when the moon ,
skimming behind the clouds, H,
PIZZA GARDENS
cause it provides his best celestial
We Cater to Parties
fix. And in some parts of the
Finest Pizza in the World
1347 McKEE ROAD
SJS Represented
CY 2-9753
Miss Karen Tanaka. assistant
professor of nursing. represented
San Jose State Friday at a meet- ;
ing of the Santa Clara County
Health Agency Committee

SHANK’S

Prices
Fine Food Reasonable
Breakfast Lunch Dinnr
Daily 630. 1.00. Sun. 7 00 - 2:00
Corner

-a

5611X

BAKMAS

2nd & San Carlos
IN BY 9:00 OUT AT 5:00
at oo extra charge

SPECIAL
THIS WEEK

9th &

24 HOUR TOWING SERVICE
COMPLETE AUTO PAINTING

Jerry’s Body Shop

Ladies Dress 1.10
PLAIN

CYpress 7-7297
1617 POMONA AVENUE

Open at I P.M.
Pizza with a "Personality"
HOUSE OF PIZZA
395 Almaden Ave.. CY 7-99011
Nar th Civic Auditorium

A&M Auto Repair
General Auto Repair
Automatic Transmission Specialty
CY 5-4247
Student Rates
456 E. San Salvador, San Jose

Callaway’s Crystal
Creamery
Fountain: Breakfast, Lunch,
Dinner
7th & E. SANTA CLARA

OUT AT
IN BY 9
DRY CLEANERS
SHIRT LAUNDRY
’wars

tW1))
HELIS

SpaztanT)aily

§etwoo moirr

Drive -In Cleaners

Bungalow Fountain

THE GASOLINE WITH TCP
Finest Automotive Maintenance
Excellent Lubrication
Fast Courteous Service
Convenient
If you’re late for class, we’ll park

your car

for you

STATE SHELL SERVICE
98 SOUTH FOURTH
Across from Student Union

CY 5-8968

Last showings of . . .

THE WORLD IS ROUND
December 12 through 14
8:15 P.M. COLLEGE THEATRE

Students 50c

General Adm. $1.00

BOX OFFICE OPEN 1 - 5 DAILY

IJJ

AS THE CROW FLIES

Uppercuts
By RANDIE E. POE ... Sports Editor

Jim Beadnell [IicpaPtatt
Leads Final
AL Scoring
Monday. December 9. /1/67

One of the things necessary for gracious living is to select an
All -America team, a collection of high-octane stalwarts who could
whip any other college eleven on a given day.
We mailej in our ballot last week, and although we consider this
By CONRAD MUELLER
annual ceremonial somewhat nonsensical, the fact remains that it has
become almost sacred in the gridiron society.
Although unable to win the camHence, here is our mixture of super-stars. (W(’ are limiting the pus championship. Kappa Alpha.
list to only those whom we have seen in person or via movies,
American League fraternity ehlv,’
pion did have the. league’s leadw,
PHILLIPS, WALLEN AT ENDS
END: JIMMY PHILLIPS (Auburn)A red-topped 2.05 -pounder, scorer, Jim Beadnell, who scored
Phillips might have been the nation’s toughest defensite flanker. He 49 points
is a crafty pass -catcher and was greatly responsible. for his team’s
Keith Antes. playing for the
fantastic record this year. Auburn had but 27 points tallied against third place AT() squad, tied for
tackles.
it. Phillips was in on 35 per cent -of the
the Al. passing kaidership with
END: DICK WALLEN (UCLA I - Only a junior, and feather-light DU’s Ron Roe with 75 points. DU
at 180 pounds, Wallen had the sharpest reflexes and quickest pair of finished second, one game behind
paws we saw this year. Although he was sandbagged at Palo Alto, he. KA.
terrorized every other opponent.
TO PAT TrI
PASSING:
TACKLE: LOU MICHAELS ( Kentucky IA mobile, 220-pounder, Ron Roe. DU
3
75
he helped the Wildcats upset Tennessee 20-6, making stops all over the Keith Antis, ATO
ii
75
9
11
3
69
grass. Pug-nosed Michaels made 13 modes against Georgta Tech, Toby Walker, KA
6
2
28
prompting sage Bobby Dodd to comment: ’’Not since Bob Cain have I Tom Vogt, KT .
2
20
61 Zeballos. Doke Sig
Winner of college football’s top awardthe Reisman NIentorlal
seen a player dominate the action like Michaels."
2
2
14
KA
lleadn11.
Jim
l’roplix is John Crow, Texas AL’Al’s all-purpose halfhitek-full0
12
Lambda Ca; A. 2
Clark,
Dale
AT
TACKLES
KRISHER
KARRAS,
back, Crou had 562 net yards in 129 carries this season. Ballot2
TACKLES: ALEX KARRAS (lowalIf you watched the 21-21 Fred Perry. DU
ing u as by 1267 sportswriters and sportseaster.photo lox Inter7
Larry Lack. ATO
a tionat
Hawkeye stalemate with Michigan, you saw bear-sized (2301 Karras Mike eile.cokc KT
7
almost destroy the Wolverine backfield. Karras is a superlative tack- lob Gifford. Delta Sig
i
7
0
6
KA
Pelt,
Al
ler and a heady play diagnostician.
I
0
6;
Wee Lambda Ch A
Jim
GUARD: BILL KRISHER (Oklahoma )-1Iere M a% one of the
SCORING:
biggest reasons Notre Dame did not tally more than once against
I
49
Jim BeadnII. KA
the Cokies. Krisher has a crushing pair of shoulders; seldom is he
2
32
Given Dunn. ATO
fouled on line slashes or sweeps.
I
31
Fred Perry, DU
0
30
Wagner,
DU
John
GUARD: AL ECUYElt (Notre Dame) A
first -fiddle blocker
4
3
27
whose foes must feel a small hurricane has hit them, Ecuyer was a Ron Blake, Delta Sig
3
3
21
Bob Crisco, ATO
vital factor in his team’s wins over Army, Pitt and Oklahoma.
3
2
20
Dori Chr;stiansen, 01.1
I
10
CENTER: DAN CURRIE (Mich. State) -We saw Currie against Dick Bender KA
3
0
18
Arizona State and Auburn, capturing 10 and 9 consecutive vic- Cal twice on films and believe he’s the best college linebacker we ob- Ron Roe, DU
3
I
13
KT
2
Nrivone,
Mik
tories, respectively, were the only unbeaten and untied major college served. His lateral movement is astonishing and he is an artful caller
I
13
2
Ron Riley, KT
of
defensive
signals.
He
is
deceptively
fast for a big man.
2
Dick Fly, DU
football teams this past season.
0
12
. _ HILL, FRANCIS, CROW, KOWALCZYK
A
2
0
12
Lambda
Chi
Jim LeGate.
The Arizona eleven, which thumped the local Spartans, 44-6, for
0
12
2
QUARTERBACK: KING HILL (Rice)Many selectors overlook- Al Potit KA
2
their third win, allowed opponents only 66 points during the season
II
Creig B.11at. ATO
ed 6-4, 214 -pound Hill, but the pro Cards picked him as their bonus Burt Summers, ATO
I
7
for an average of six points per game. While holding their opposition
choice, which makes him the No. 1 college gridder in our minds. It Bob Gifford, Delta Sig
I
7
to 66 points, the Sun Devils ran up if total of 396 markers.
I
7
was his passing and clutch running which took Rice to the SWC title Tom Voigt KT
1111maiWn
I
7
Hal Brinolare, KA
The Sun Devil roster boasted personnel from almost every
and Cotton Bowl.
0
4
Alex Paukeicz, KT
state in the union. Leading the Arizona chile in xirttially fn.ery
HALFBACK: JOE FRANCIS (Oregon State)
Without a
0
6
Dick Herb, KT
doubt, Francis is the finest pressure -running back we’ve watrbed
dephrtinent of play wer halfbacks Leon Burton and Bob Sittig:Id.
0
6
Gil Zballos, Delta Sig
I
0
6
Jim Baker, Lambda CA
during the past two years. Red Sanders said: "I’ve never had a
Burton, a 9.7 sprinter from Flint, Mich., was the nation’s top
I
0
Darrell Graves, Delta S;g
6
tailback as good as Francis," a statement %%Melt covers expansive
0
6
Jim Scppottoni, ATO
scorer with 96 points. Mulgado, who hails from McKeesport, Pa., was
ground. Nimble-footed Francis hurdles taeklers. runs around them
a
0
Bob Eder, KT
second in scoring with 93 points.
anti steps over them. He is a proficient passer (hit 10 of 12 against
6
0
Don Flood. ATO
I
6
0
Dale Clark, Lambda CA
Iowa in the Reese Bowl) and is an excellent receiver.
Burton, who held down the right halt spot, carried the bull
6
0
Antos,
ATO
Keith
HALFBACK: JOHN CROW (Texas A8tM)Those who have
117 times for 1126 yards and a fancy 9.62 average. Mu’gado
2
Bob Chortrand, ATO
watched
Crow
claim
he’s
the
best
since
Doak
the
Walker.
Ile
has
been
2
2
Jim Schassicit, DLO
packed the mail ton 121 occasions, picking up 681 yards for a 5.82
spoke in a successful wheel at Collcge Station, and at 6-2 and 215,
mark.
he should have a long pro future, although he might be switched to
San Jose State holds an edge in their series with the Arizona team
defensive halfback.
6-3, thanks to victories in the early years of the series.
FULLBACK: WALT KOWALCZYK (Mich. StatelSlate high
Dan Devine guides the Sun Devils in their football efforts, being school 100-yard dash champ, 200 -pound Kowalczyk bangs ahead like
assisted by Cecil Coleman. Al Onofrio, Frank Kush and Tom Fletcher. a runaway bus. He combines two eye -popping attributes, speed and
power. He is an extremely difficult man to knock off his feet.
In 1956, Arizona State copped nine wins against one defeat.

Sun Devils, Auburn
Boast Perfect Marks

cpoPU
,s yi(

N. DAILY 3

Cagers Drill
or Duck Tilts

The road gets longer and more tokindat ion f,,a Cal a attack.
precarious fur &Ms puzzling cage
Diaz and Fgeland shot SJS into
team.
..
a 7-2 lead at the game’s outset but
Buch’s lefty hook with 8:45 to
After being rebounded to death Al
(57-281 by Cal last week in tne play in the half gate Cal its first
lead, 18-17.
Bears’ 70-62 tictory, the Spartans
airplane for Oregon tomorrow to CAL PULLED AWAY
test the tall Ducks in a two -game
The Bears steadily pulled away
series.
With SJS’ Larson bagging two
gift flips with 4.03 remaining to
Following this engagement, the
slice the Bear margin to 27-29.
locals meet Stanford Friday in
SJS never got closer.
Palo Alto, then tackle tough Idaho
Trailing 38-31 at halftime, the
State in Pocatello next week.
MePhersons fell in arrears by 18
Coach Walt MePherson’s under- points with 5:30 to play when
lings started splendidly and fin- footballer Joe Kapp drilled short
ished with gusto against Cal but jumper for Ca/.
they fell flat in the middle.
The Spartans hacked away at
SJS had a pair of 6-7 perform- Cal’s lead in the final five miners (Mary Branstrom and Arney utes, finally puffing to within
Lundquist) on the floor, in addi- eight points at the last bell.
tion to men 6-5 (Bob Larson) and
The Bears, however, had their
6-4 (Jim Embree), but Cal com- entire starting quintet on the
pletely dominated the backboards. bench with 7:00 to go In the conSeldom did the Spartans get test.
more than one opportunity to
DOUBLE DRIBBLES: Larson
fire as the Bears’ adhesive de- netted 12 points and showed improvement
fensive disrupted SJS’ attack.
over
his
showing
against San Francisco forgetting
40-39 EDGE
The Bears got 18 more shots at perhaps that the grid season had
the hoop than the losers. SJS hit now ended for Cal . . A large
40 per cent: Cal 39 per cent.
Spartan delegation motored down
The only man performing tip to for the tilt . . . Buch and Robinhis potential for the Spartans was son made two thefts apiece in
Gil Egeland, who bucketed 18 applying the press . . Something
points for high -scoring honors happens to SJS poise when conEgeland also. turned in a nifty de- fronted with this defense ... The
fensive game, but he walked alone. Spartans attempted less than five
tips in the entire game . . . Cal
ROBBY FOUR PRONGED
Cal guard Earl Robinson was a twice took five shots in succession
four-pronged standout. stealing . . . Branstrom was held to eight
passes, scoring (led his team with points and had difficulty getting
131 rebounding, and laying the off his feet. . RANDIE E. POE

ticklers!
WHAT’S A MAN WHO PANTS
COLORED TOOTHNCKSI

’,aro
StrItripAy,

WHAT IS
A SWITCH
TO LUCKIES

LUCKY
STRIKE
CIGARETTES

DON’T JUST STAND NM..

STICKLE!
MAKE $25
Sticklers are simple riddles with
two -word rhyming answers. Both
words must have the same number of syllables. (No drawings,
please!) We’ll shell out $25 for all
we useand for hundreds that
never see print. So send stacks of
’em with your name, address,
college and class to Happy-Joe1.ticky,Ilos67A,MLVernon,N.Y.

SWITCH from Texas to Wyoming . . . that’s a range
change. Switch from the Army to the Navy, . . that’s
a braid trade. Switch to Luckiesand you’re taking a
Rep Step! Nothing tops a Lucky for lightness nothing
can touch it for taste! It’s all cigarette ... all naturally
light, golden rich, wonderfully good -tasting tobacco. And
Luckies’ famous tobacco is toasted to taste even better.
Don’t just sit there, shift for yourself! Try Luckies right
now. You’ll say a light smoke’s the right smoke for you!

-w"

Switch to Shell Premium with TCP
and restore lost power while you drive!
Baer* TCP
Stuffier Microphone recording of an engine run
nn oropetitive premium
fur chows toisfir,ng and
power loss.

iauuusuuuuu
111111111111111111111111
After rai
After 3 tank ulr of Shell
"
Premium WI h
cording shows mmfit
stopped, power restored

LIGHT UP A

light

SMOKE -LIGHT UP A LUCKY!
hand of eia,v,St4..

oar wadi, name.

Muffler Microphone
Tests show why
Here s ,entific proof that Shell Premium
with TCP’ restores lost engine power.
It neutralizes deposits which can cause even
new engine to lose power in 3000 mikes.

*Shell’s Irvin/NA to thee -n. ,m ’mob.
Rddutve Rev,’ irT C,, "11 r,’ 5.

PREMIUM

Only Shell Premium Gasoline
has both

TCP

and

TOP OCTANE!

i
4-SPARTAN DAILY
moaday, Deft Tuber t 11137

Christian Science
Lecture Presented
Tonight in Chapel

udents Joke
GeisOutofHand
L

By CONRAD MUELLER
Oils! an ZWICIICC I it ;s,I.
It all started as a joke. The
Complete Healing Available for trouble was that the only people
All" will be subject of a talk by who knew it was a joke lost all
John D. Pickett, Christian Scien- control of the situation.
tist of Chicago. tomorrow night
Five nights a week, over OakIn the College Chapel.
land radio station }MOW, Charlie
The talk, sponsored by the SJS Stern emcees a love lora disc
Christian Science Organization, Jockey show. Individuals with love
will begin at 8 p.m. Faculty and problems phone in and then sit
students are ins lied to attend, ac- back and wait for results. Gals at
cording to Mrs. Dorothy M. Hutch- a local boarding house did just that
ings, publicity chairman.
i Wednesday night. . . but sit back
Pickett is a native of Ohio and they didn’t have to do
u as educated in Georgia and North
Dakota. His talk will concern
spirilual means of restorine health
and individual usefulness as illus.
trated in the Bible.
Pickett is now a member 01
tIi e Christian Science Board of
1.ectureship and has traveled S
throughout the United States and
Canada, lecturing on Cluastian
CI( ugvnen Is ho s’, ill participate
Science.
at Baccalaureate and Commencement will be chosen at today’s
meeting of the Senior Class, according to Jerry Siebes, class president.
Dick Boyd. executive secretary
of the alumni association, will also
attend the meeting. A discussion
will be held to try to further
cooperation between the Senior
Plans for establisning a student Class and the
association, said
rooting section at basketball Siebes.
games were discussed at WednesJUNIOR CI-AsS
day’s meeting of Rally Committee,
Junior Class officer candidates
according to Mickey Simonet,
will give campaign speeches to
chairman.
class members today at 3:30 p.m.
The middle section at all home
in Room 55.
games will be reserved for stuPublicity committee members
dents. Students must present their will
meet tomorrow at 3:30 p.m.
ASB cards before being admitted
in the Student Union to plan the
to this section. Miss Simonet said. Junior Prom,
according to Carol
The Rally Committee also dis- Nanney.
chairman,
cussed having the pep band, song
SOPHOMORES
girls and yell leaders .appear at
Campaign speeches for students
all home eames.
running for Sophomore Class offices will be heard at the class
meeting today at 3:30 p.m. in
Room CB226.
Sophomores are asked to bring
a can of food and a quarter to
the meeting to supply food for a
The Women’s Physical Educa- needy family at Christmas. The
tion Department needs Piano ac- student bringing the most cans of
companists for dance classes, Sc- food will r-ceive a prize,
cording to Mrs. Lenore Lue
mann. secretary.
Scholastic Fraternity
Interested persons should check
with Mrs. Luedemann or Dr. H. L Has Formal Initiation
Tau Delta Phi, men’s honorary
Spreen, modern dance instructor,
as soon as possible in the P. E. Of- !scholastic fraternity, held a for lice, which is open from 8 a.m. to !mat initiation for five honorary
; members a n d this semester’s
5 p.m.
-; pledges, Saturday afternoon in the
Tower.
The honorary initiates included
Dr. Frank B. Ebersole. assistant
professor of philosophy; Edward
J. Laurie. assistant professor of
business; Frank T. McCann, assistant professor of speech; Dr. Bruce
C. Ogilvie. assistant professor of
psychology and Frank E. Williams.
assistant professor of aeronautics
Following initiation the new initiaties were honored at a banquet at Cafe Del Rio, near Old
WILBUtt JUST WOKE UP TO
Almaden.
-!-E_ FACT THAT HE’S IN CLASS!

Graduation Clergy
To Be Selected By
Senior Class Today

Special Section
For Students Only
Planned At Games ,

P.E. Dept. Needs
Piano Players

KEEP ALERT FOR A
BETTER POINT AVERAGE!
Don’t let that "drowsy feeling" cramp your style in claris
. . . or when you’re "hitting
the books". Take a NoDoz
Awakener! In a Few minutes,
you’ll be your normal best...
wide awake ... alert! Yout
doctor will tell you-NoDoz
Awakcncrs are safe as coffee.
Keep a pack handy!
15 TABLETS, 35e
35 tablets
n
In
67,

’WIDEN INTERESTS’
According to Harvey. Stern misunderstood the girls, infering over
the air that the girls were tired
f dating fraternity men and
"wanted to widen their interests."
One of the oddities about the
situation is the fact that this was
the first time any of the girls had
tuned in KROW.
The moral of the story? If you
are a young girl, looking for new
interests in dating, phone KROW
between 7 and 10 any evening, but
don’t use CY 7-1814 as your number. This number has been "all
but worn out."

I

MEETINGS

St udent Court has approved the
application of 39 candidates for
the Dec. 12-13 election, according to Curt Luft, chief justice.
Those qualifying for ASB offices are: Sandy Creech, Terri
Galvin (incumbent) and Marilyn
Ouzts, female representative-at
large; and Ron Gleason (incumbent), senior male justice,
Junior Class candidates follow,.
president, Nev Griffin, Tom Liles,
Lowell Young; v; I ce president,
Richard Buxton, Barry Jett.
Paula Kessemeler; secretary, Louann Mariani; treasurer, Margie
Jackson; one year representative,
Bill Douglas, Dale Scott, Paul
Thiltgen.
Sophomore applicants include:
president, Ron Conklin, Ron Robinson; vice president, Scott Kennedy; treasurer, Mart ha Terzakis; one year representative. Sandy
Barr, Jean Farnesi, Donna Dean;
male justice, Dick Christiana ( incumbent); female justice, Judy
Ashbrook, Diane Beall (incumbent).
Students running for Freshman
Class offices are: president, Marsh
Ward; vice president, Beth Mobley. Roger Rearick; secretary.
Sharon Brown, Donna olson, Ann
Purpus; treasurer. Dorothy Brogden. Ann Byde. Connie Evans, Bob
Foster; one year representative,
Carl Maloney, Susan Wasson; half
year representative, Don Dunton.
There is no candidate eligible for
Senior half year representative so
the office will be filled by a class
election Dec. 16, Luft said.

Police School, Y;
es
Department , ’11 o
A report ill a local newiipaper
Wednesday saying that the SJS
Police School had been renamed
Police "Department" was termed
"erroneous" today by Dr. C.
Richard Purdy, dean of the Di -

’The inferior Life’
The Rev. John Baldwin O.H.C.
of Santa Barbara spoke on "The
Interior Life" Sunday at the Student Christian Center. He addressed members of the Presbyterian College Fellowship, Canterbury Club and the Congregational Disciples Student Fellowship,

/

vision of Sciences and Occupations.
L. The paper reported a speech by
Willard E. Schmidt. head of the
’ Police School, given at a recent
San Jose Lions Club luncheon, referred to the school as the Police
"Department," stating that this
was ". . . a designation adopted
oo this week instead of ’Police
School’,"
Dean Purdy stated that this
mixup resulted from a "misinterpretation" and that any such
Imove would have to be approved
by President Wahlquist.
No action of this type has been
taken, Dean Purdy said, and there
I are no plans to do so.

To Discus s
Labor Problems
At IRC Meeting

’Panel

Suggestions on avoiding labor
toproblems will be discussed at
morrow’s December dinner meeting of the Industrial Relations
club at Pee-Wee.s Barbeque in
Santa Clara.
Led by George Feehan of Modesto, a team of four representatives of the Northern California
Association of Employers will give
tips valuable to management in
averting labor trouble. The employers’ negotiators will form a
panel for discussion of the subject
following dinner.
Tickets, which must be reserved
by today, may be purchased in
Bldg. W, Industrial Relations Office, according to Bob Tydings,
president.

Attends Nurse Confab
Miss Grace Staple, Nursing Department head, represented state
colleges’ nursing programs at an
executive meeting of the Western
Inter-State Commission on Higher
Education in Nursing at the University of California medical center Tuesday in San Francisco.

par
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RENT A
SPECIAL
RATE.

AFTER SHAVE
LOTION

mounts
FERMIS (1 .2-750
TYPEWRITER
STUDENT
3 MONTHS 607-1-

ei5

Refreshing antiseptic action heals
razor nicks, helps keep your skin
in top condition.
SHULTON

1.00 .

New York

Toronto

ways to say Merry Christmas
The

’ ’rvo on the door...

Symbol of neverending
fnendship, the circle of holly
on this Christmas carton of
l&M’s says -here is the
44eicome gift for all your friends
who like to Live Modern

e

row. 7 p.m.. Room 216.
Spartan Spears, meeting tomeEuI’ I)
row, 7 p.m., 1120,
$585
TH Sigma, meeting today. 7:30
p.m., CI3160 Mrs. Ruth Kaiser.
executive secretary of the Califor43-65 DY ,
$996 nia Conference of Social Workers.
to speak on functions and objec"Meg* cred.f
tArs11,1
-- 5 Allis low mit sips is 0010 tives of the conference.
ft 1 0 up. Sevtl Anuvice 110969,
WAA, fencing today, 4:30 p.m..
Krtott Sovely Yew, WI up god
A retold Oto kv.4.1 $i391 0. Women’s Gym.
WAA, swimming. today. 4 3
/kb 50,,, 1,001
i14
..,323 EGi2s.r7y3S1t0., S.F p.m.. Women’s Gym,
sliselir, ajloi

tie/it

’t; 23-1,,,,t horse trailer. Excellent
cond. Call CY ’2-2029.
j
Male students to share large house For Sale! Baby MMUS Sailplane,
with same. Kitchen privileges. $30 trailer, Parachute, tow wire and
mo 720 S. 3rd. CY 5-8121.
instruments. $500. 370 S. 6th St.,
Apt. 7.
One vacancy in apt. for man.
$2250. 301 So. 5th. CY 7-1758.
WANTED
--Pitudenta: Brand new deluxe furGarage
space
wanted for next
nished apartment with kitchen
now renting. 93 West Reed. Call semester in sicinity of Sigma
Kappa on 11th St (’Y 7-9980
CY 2-5449.
T

WANTED: LOWELI ’slit
I1.1
FOR JUNIOR

Chest Drive Funds
To Be Collected
Donations itt Ihn Campus Ow
Drive should be turned into tic’
Student Affairs Business Office,
Room 16, as soon as possible, according to Joe Wondrack. chairman of personal solicitation.
Any general, captain or private
working on the drive is requested
to turn in colioetion money at the
office.

Musical Honor Group
Has Pledge Auditions

Mu Phi I.p..410n nal ii.11.11
sorority. recently held auditions
Wanted - Typing of all kinds reasonable rates. 487 N. 2nd, CY for prospective pledges. The event
was held at the home of Dr. and
2-0772.
_
Mrs. Hartley D. Snyder.
I Man to share 2-bedem. apt. 483
Those performing were Sandra
11
So. 10th t21 CY ’
Campbell. Joan Bielefeld. Ann
Frederickson, Zoe Ann Hill, Rosemos( 1.1.1.tst.ol’S
*5t Chew. Claiment. Like new, RIM
marie Mason, Nancy McDowell.
- ;
2.13 Hicks, AN 9-5241.
IONS OR iNDIVIII- Linda Stone. and Barbara Vose.
lit Mercury, Monterey 4 -doer. VAL14 INTERENTED IN MIMIAll were judged on scholarship.
RH, W. W Must sell. $695, best CAL ENTERTAINMENT. tAl.4.-t
musTeianship, character anit-peroffer 126 S 9th. CY 4-9633.
CT 7-711811.
sonality.

For Sisk. by Owner: Boarding
House space for ten occupants upstairs, ample parking. Large lot
Close to college. CY 2-1616 after
5 P.M and weekends.
_
Northland skis with safety bindings. $35. Purchased new last season. CY 54339.

I

AWS, cabinet meeting. tomorrow. 4 p.m., WG4.
Bible Study, tomorrow, 10:30
am, Student Christian Center.
Bible study based on Book of
Ephesians to be led by the Rev.
V. Donald Emmel.
Christian Science, meeting tomorrow, 8 p.m., College Chapel.
Lecturer to be John D. Pickett,
Christian Scientist of ChiCago.
Collegiate Christian Fellowship,
meeting today, 7 p.m.. 344 S. 9th
St.
Episcopal Holy Communion Services, tomorrow, 7:30 p.m.. Student Christian Center, 92 S. 5th
St.
Freshman Class, meeting today.
3:30 p.m., Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Hillel, meeting today, 8 p.m..
Student Y.
Junior Clam. meeting today, 3.3
p.m.. Room 55.
Kappa Phi, Christmas program
meeting tomorrow, 7 p.m., Social
Hall, First Methodist Church.
Phi Upsilon Omicron. meeting
tomorrow, 7:30 p.m., H14. Will
work on Christmas project.
Pre-Medical Society, meeting today, 7 p.m., Student Union. Dr.
Eric Petersen to talk on problems
student faces before, during and
after medical school.
Senior Class, meeting today, 3:30

Unbelievable low Cost

CLASSIFIEDS

FOR SALE

I U IS GALORE
According to -Sam" and "liar; vey," two of the girls who did the
!phoning, men started calling In
from all over Northern California. "We received calls from Travis
; Air Force Base, Stanford, San
!Mateo, San Bruno, SF, a Marine
! platoon somewhere, Sunnyvale.
Treasure Island, and at least 25
local calls."
The girls told The Spartan Daily
that they did the whole thing as
a joke and never figured that so
many inquiries would result. "A
group of sailors from Treasure Island made a long call from a pay.
booth and wanted to charter a
bus and come to San Jose," Sam
said, "When we nixed that, they
wanted to send a group representative, to kind of build the boys
up, but WV nixed that too," she
concluded.

Nave a WORLD of FUN,Sophomore
p"" Room 53.homr Clans, meeting to3 30 p m CI3226
Travel with SIM clay.
Spartan shields. meeting tomor-

VT;
FOR Et

39 Names Will Be
On Student Ballots
Thursday, Friday

t

The

in the house...
.

e/lailas
\

Symbol of life, the fir tree on
your Christmas carton of

-\.

7.\\-\.

Chesterfields means the
perfect gift for fnends who like
their pleasure b_is

himself!

Jolly old
IRO

5 imbol of 12y. Santa Claus
brings greetings With this Casts
Christmas carton to friends
who enjoy thelefrething
taste of Menthol-Mist

GIVE L&M-CHESTERFIELD - OASIS
TO EVERY SMOKER ON YOUR LIST

